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Screen 1 (Dialog Box)
This box allows you to start a new test or find an old one. First time users, start a new
test.
Screen 1

This allows you to name and place a folder for the data that you collect.
When picking a file name, try not to end the file name with a number. Use the date or
VIN followed by the customer name. If you end the file name with a number, the test
sequencing will be confusing after the 9th test.
If you save this file without any further action, it will go directly to your C Drive.
Remember the name. When you want to retrieve the data go to your C Drive and open
the folder with you internal browser. There will be .vvv files (test setup files), .png files,
which are screen captures, and .mdv files which are data logging files (which you cannot
open if you have a Basic System (these are for Advanced System Users).
If you would like to make a master folder for all of your DVA data, you may do so using
normal browsing techniques (by clicking in new folder and giving it a name like DVA
Data and saving you named file in that folder. Later you can make that your default
master folder.

Screen 2 (Dialog Box)
If you click between Advanced Mode and Basic Mode, you can see the difference in test
screens between those two modes.
Select Advanced Mode and click on Press When Done

Screen 2 - Tab 1 – Vehicle Information

Fill in all of the information as available
The VIN (at least 6 characters) has to be filled in to start a test
In the Vibration complaint box in the lower left, fill in the speeds, throttle condition, load,
and sensation (hands, feet, audible) the driver is complaining about. Be as specific as
possible.
For tire size, measure the tire diameter from the floor to the top of the tire to the nearest
¼ inch.
For the axle ratio, include the decimal point (3.36, for instance)

Screen 2 – Tab 2 – Transmission Ratios

Use the pick list to find the transmission in the vehicle
Helpful hints:
Fuller manual transmissions are Fuller Unsynchronized in the second box
Fuller automated transmission are Fuller Autoshift or Fuller Ultrashift in the second box
Allison transmissions may be found by selecting the Vendor Model/non-prod Eaton
option in the first box and looking in the second box.

Screen 2 – Tab 3 – Speed Sensor Setup

The default setup is two speed sensors
To enter the number of flywheel teeth, idle the engine and click on Find Teeth. The
software will count the teeth on the flywheel. If the function doesn’t work, adjust the
speed sensor and check all connections. If there is an issue call TVT.
The default number of transmission output teeth is 16. This will be valid for all Eaton
transmissions.
For an Allison, start with 32 teeth. This should be changed to 40 if the road speed on the
dash does not agree with that shown on the DVA screen.
If a stationary test is to be run click on One Speed Channel at the top of the illustration.
The default channel is the flywheel. Teeth may be counted as above.

Screen 2 – Tab 4 - Accelerometer Setup

After your accelerometer(s) have been connected, click on Check Accel 1.
A popup screen will appear. Click on Next.

A new popup screen will appear. Click on Check Accel.

If the Accelerometer has passed the test, the screen below will appear. If so click on
next.

If the accelerometer fails in any axis, check the connection and the accelerometer
orientation. The magnet must be facing downward.
Once the accelerometer has been checked OK and the screen is cleared a final screen will
appear. Click on Finish.

A last dialog box will appear. Click on OK.

If 3 accelerometers are to be used, click on Aux 1 Input and Aux 2 Input and select
Accel. The screen below will appear. Each accelerometer must then be checked as
above.

Screen 3 – Test
Click on the Advanced box and Select Basic.

Run the vehicle bobtail around your facility

Click on Start Analyzer in the upper left after the vehicle is moving. The analyzer will
not work stationary if two speed sensors have been selected. The tachometer and
speedometer on the screen will become active, the Current Gear Position box in the lower
left will show the gear you are in, and the table will become visible.
Make sure that your tachometer and speedometer reading agree with the dash and that the
gear identified on the screen is correct. Make sure that the lines are generally green in the
table (one may turn red if you hit a bump) and make sure that there are number in the
right hand column for all of the lines. If all that is working, then you are ready to hook
up to a trailer and start a road test. Click on Stop Analyzer.

Once you are on the road and are at the exact conditions that the driver is complaining
about and he verifies that it is duplicated, there are two buttons that you can click on to
save information in the file that you have created.
The first is taking the snap shot of the screen, which hopefully has a red line in the table.
The can be done by clicking on Pause Display, the clicking on the button above it, which
will say Save Display. Then a popup box will appear that will allow you to save it, then
save it with another click, then click on Resume Display on the main screen. This will
save a .png file to your folder, which can be opened in your normal browser.

The second method of saving data for analysis with an Advanced System is clicking on
the “Collect a vibration log file” button. Wait for data to be collected for the specified
time period. A dialog box will appear that allows you to add notes and save the data into
your folder as an .mdv file. This data can only be opened with an Advanced System.
Talk to your OEM Customer Support people or Truck Vibration Technology to have this
data further analyzed.
Advanced Functions
Add User Transmission
If you cannot find a transmission from the pick list you may have to create one.
Determine the transmission ratios that you would like to test in.
Then click on the Add Trans button in the upper right of the dialog box
Fill in all of the information and click OK.
The transmission can be found in the Standard Production Eaton Transmission/User
Defined list
Preferences/Default File Folder
Browse or type in the major folder in which you would like to store all of your DVA data
folders
Preferences/File Size
Type in the number of seconds of post-trigger data that you would like to take.
Leave the pre-trigger data at 2 seconds. The system will always take data 2 seconds of
data before you click on “Collect a vibration log file”

